SPYDER CORVAIR CONVERSION ENGINES
Introduction
By Bill Clapp

Welcome to the world of auto engine conversions. This is the first of many steps
into a new adventure of learning. It is an adventure that I began many years ago
when I rebuilt a VW turbo engine for the KR2 my father gave me. At that time in
1992 it was not a scary or unknown process to me, having rebuilt many VW
engines while a teenager and working on my 73 VW Sunbug and Bradley GTII. I
grew up around airplanes and engines as my father was a MAF mission pilot plus I
had a fresh A&P license, so taking that VW turbo apart and rebuilding it was not a
unknown experience to me. I have found, however, that this might not be your
story.

Dad’s KR2
Most people that are looking at auto engine conversions are very fresh to
the experience and find it intimidating. Many have zero engine building
experience and are diving into the deep end without many swimming lessons.

Learning to build a successful auto engine conversion is a bit like eating an
elephant….take one bite at a time ….start at the top! There are hundreds of
success stories through which you can gain confidence that you can do this
also….as well as failures to remind you of the seriousness of the tasks involved.
Be diligent and do your homework.

My Personal Corvairs – 66 Monza Convertible and 66 Monza Coupe
The Corvair auto engine was designed by GM for the Corvair series of
automobiles from 19601969. It was a very successful program and ended in
1969 due to costs. However, with over two million engines produced, there are
still plenty of cores around for us to use in our experimental aircraft. When I first
heard about the corvair conversions online, I went down to the local junkyard a
bought my first core for $100.00. After power washing an inch of grime off it I
tore it down. My first impression….I was impressed!

I was operating an automotive restoration shop in the 1990s and worked
on VWs, Austin Healy’s, Triumphs, MGAs, MGBs, Sprites, and such. Many
engines had been apart on our benches and rebuilt. This engine by GM was very
well built. It was very stout and rugged in design with plenty of cooling capability.
The simplicity of the design was very attractive to me. At that time I was building
my KR2S and the corvair was going to work well with it. Decision Made!
Homework time….I started learning more online about other people doing
corvair conversions. I visited and spoke with corvair pilots and looked over many
projects. My shop was well stocked with tooling capabilities so I was able to start
designing and building my first engine. N41768 first flew in August of 2004…only
eleven months after starting my build. The engine was very simple in design but
very functional for the flying I was doing. It was such a joy to fly that plane. I flew
to Sun n Fun and Oshkosh many times over the years with that KR2S. It became
the learning table and backbone to my future design work.
Was it all perfect? No. First rule of experimental aircraft aviation: An
aircraft built by human hands is prone to failure and wear.
My first engine ran great for 140 hours … multiple trips to Wisconsin, North
Dakota, Denver, Florida, Missouri….many states and awesome times. Flying
home from Florida one day I noticed a slight vibration that was not normal. I
chose to land cautiously at a nearby airport where I determined the vibration to
be caused by a broken crankshaft….I mean in two pieces! WOW! And it still ran.
Made me grateful I had chosen the corvair to give me that safety margin.
Ok…first repairs. I replaced the crankshaft with a “Nitrided” (a process that
hardens the very outer surface of the crankshaft to prevent the introduction of
cracks while the inside material stays pliable) crankshaft. All the other
components were not damaged…so after reassembly, back in the air we went.
Because of standard maintenance practices and replacement of wear items the
airplane performed very well for the next 500 hours. I was averaging about 300
hours a year on this bird.

Although the engine was performing well I saw the need for a propeller hub
support bearing for the crankshaft. The long moment arm of the propeller to the
first support bearing was of concern and the fact that a couple other crankshafts
had cracked made the need more apparent. I began designing what is now called
our IFB…or Integrated Front Bearing. The redesign had to incorporate my goals
in aircraft design….simplicity and fewer parts count. In addition to the IFB, I
designed the RASK…Rear Alternator and Starter Kit. It also simplified the
charging system while increasing its capability from 15 to 32 amps (and higher).
It also removed any brackets and belts.
Second Rule of Experimental Aviation: If you don’t have it, it won’t break!
Simplicity…no belts, alternator brackets, safety shaft, prop hub studs,
complex bearing or seals…. less to go wrong. We use offtheshelf parts for any
high wear components as much as possible. This makes repairs less costly and we
have inventory all over the country! Not a perfect solution but it certainly helps.

2009 was the first year I began to fly the IFB engine on my KR2S. I removed
the original engine (it was later installed onto a Zenith 701 and flew for several
years) and installed our new IFB conversion. It is now 2018 and that engine is
still on the KR2S and flying. Last time I looked it had about 750 hours on it. The
airframe was at about 1300 hours. There were very few changes to our current
conversion design of any consequence. We did improve the simplicity of the
RASK and allow for even simpler maintenance. We have improved our distributor
design as well with longer maintenance intervals in mind.
As of 2019 we have continued with our stock 100 HP engine design in a
very stable production mode. In 2016 we began flying our 120HP version of the
SPYDER IFB (stroked new crankshaft, new rod and piston design) with a
turbocharged version being introduced in 2017. As we continue with our testing
and design work we will publish the information on our website. Our production
goals for the 120 HP Spyder Engine is to improve our inventory and supply chain
in order to have parts on the shelf at all times. This is important as our numbers
increase and replacement parts and service become more necessary.
Where are we going…? My goals for SPYDER engine development right
now are to have a turbocharged 130HP Spyder engine for both rotation directions
for a twin engine aircraft I am designing. Part of that success is a feathering
propeller for these engines as well. We are nearing those goals at this time.
Currently our fleet of Corvair aircraft consist of a KR2S, the Saberwing
Prototype, the first Saberwing LSA trigear, a Zenith 750 STOL, and soon a
Pietenpol. As our company grows we will be adding more Corvair powered
aircraft in order to demonstrate the versatility of this incredible engine.

Spyder 120HP Installation in my Saberwing Prototype – preturbo

THIS MANUAL:
As you read through and study this manual keep in mind that the focus of
the teardowns and builds are focused on our design principles for the SPYDER
conversion engine. We aren’t discounting or implying any fault in other Corvair
conversion that have been on the market or will be. This manual is about our
methods and procedures and how to help you build one of our conversions. If
you have any questions or ways our manual may be improved to help you during
the teardown please let us know so we can implement necessary changes.
So, as you read this take courage that you too can accomplish your goals if
you can define them and then create a step by step process to achieve

them….back to eating elephants.
Take your time, learn, be patient, ask
questions, take precautions where necessary, grow friendships, be forgiving, love
your family and friends, remember what is important in life.
And so the journey begins………

KR2S N41768
Cover of Sport Aviation Dec 2009

CHAPTER 1
Where to Start.

So you are looking for a Corvair core. What, where, how much, and what’s next…?
The What:
You are looking for a late model 164 cu.in. Chevrolet Corvair Engine.
These engines were produced in large numbers from 19641969. The early 145
cu.in. engines had nonstroked crankshaft and cases that did not have the room
for the stroked crankshafts. You are also looking for an engine that would have
the correct combustion head design for aircraft use. The basic rule of thumb is
that any late model 95 HP or 110 HP Corvair engine will work. On the top of the
crankcase near the oil filler spout you can find the serial number for the case. If
you are in a junkyard, use a screwdriver or the oil dipstick to clean off the grease
that is likely to be covering the number. Here is what you are looking for:

Engine in car…notice the oil filler cap. The case number is just below and in
front…must clean to see number properly.

You are looking for a number such as T0129RA…the important thing to look at are
the last two letters. Here is what you want:
110 HP: RD, RF, RH, RK, RX,
95 HP:

RA, RE, RG, RJ, RS, RV, RW, AC, AD

(note: not all the heads on these are good for flight engines – we can mill or
exchange heads if they are available) The majority of these engine numbers are
really good for the Spyder Conversion.
The other models that are usable but may require more research are 1964 models
with these engine codes:
110 HP: YN, YM, ZF, ZG

95 HP: YC, YL, Z, ZH, ZD

The top cover of the case of these may need to be opened to determine if the
case/crank are appropriate.
The heads may be usable but have a unique cylinder for 1964. The cylinders for
the 1964 are the same dimension on the bottom where they fit into the case but
are slightly smaller diameter at the top. The heads can usually be flycut to use
1965 and later cylinders.
Once you have determined that the number is suited for your build, the next
thing to check is its condition. Take along a ¾” wrench or socket/ratchet to turn
the crankshaft at the main pulley. If the engine turns over freely you will have a
much easier time in disassembly.
THE WHERE:
A local junk yard can always be a good place to try to locate your first core.
If they don’t have a Corvair car or engine there they know a lot of people and
other yards that may have what you need. I got my first core from a local junk
yard for 100.00. Later I bought five core engines from another yard about 20
miles away for 500.00 (for all five). I cleaned one up and installed into my 1966
Monza that I still drive today. You can also contact the local car club such as the
CORSA CLUB where you may find car enthusiasts that may also be able to point

you in a direction. Try online through Ebay, Craigslist, or one of the corvair
aircraft sites such as Corvairpilot.com to ask other corvair pilots about cores. As a
last resort you can contact us to see if we have cores available for you to purchase.
We normally keep several on hand for customers.

Picture of 110 HP Engine (looking at the bottom) ready for teardown. It is missing
the left side air ducting (somebody wanted the thermostat I guess) 140HP engine
core in the background – notice the two carb flanges on one head.

THE HOW MUCH:
A good core, right numbers, and turning over, should cost somewhere
around $500. Many people may want to sell you an entire car…if it is a good deal
then be sure to find some car guys to share your spoils with. I have paid more for

really good cores that have parts I can use or sell to the car guys. If you are willing
to be patient and do a little wheeling and dealing you can come up with all the
parts you need at a fair price. A few simple questions can often lead you to
finding the right core for a great price.

110 HP Corvair engine sitting on bellhousing in the shop – ready for teardown.
Notice that the carburetors and alternator have been removed. Car guys want
those.
THE WHATS NEXT?:

Pick a day where you won’t be wearing your phone on you, wear a dirty
shirt (and pants…), and be ready to get dirty. I recommend that you take the

engine apart using either our Teardown Manual or the Corvair Green Book as it is
called. Step one…Drain any oil out of the engine. Two…Basically, you will start at
the top and work your way down, taking the engine apart. As you do, spend time
to become familiar with the names of all the parts and pieces and how they came
apart. You may want to lay all the parts out on a large piece of cardboard like a
puzzle. Our Teardown chapter will show you the parts to keep, trade or throw
out.

I have a pile on the floor now…

Work your way through your piles, separating the good parts from the bad
as far as use. Later you will separate according to condition. We throw away
most of the hardware into a mixed bin for shop use since it will all be replaced
with new. Now that you are at this stage you will have a better sense about what
percentage of the engine you want to build yourself and what you want to send
out for conversion. We are glad to help you with any of these parts and
procedures during your build. Many people have built their own engines using
our short blocks and traded in just a case, crank, cam, and rear housing cores and
done the rest themselves.

What if I just want to buy a kit or engine outright?

We do sell the complete engines or kits outright however we do charge for
a core if you don’t provide one. We keep a limited number of cores on hand. If
you have extra cores we will always consider the option to purchase more than
just one against your purchase. The value of the cores is contingent on the
condition.

I bought an airplane or engine with a Corvair Conversion…what can I learn?
One of our concerns as a company is the growing number of people that
have purchased aircraft or engines with Corvair Conversion engines with little
knowledge of how the engine operates or is installed. Aircraft that are sold in
this manner have to have their yearly Condition Inspection performed by an A&P
or the original builder to conformity. Many A&P’s may be a little leery of working
on an unfamiliar engine. We hope the information we provide you will help you
become more familiar with the engine you fly behind, as well as learn how
diagnose troubleshoot any issues you may encounter. This information will also
help you in determining upgrades and improvements you may want to consider in
the future.

Picture of some of our extra cores…..

CHAPTER 2
THE TEARDOWN

As stated in the previous chapter you may want to purchase a Corvair Green Book
to aid in you the teardown and buildup of your Corvair engine. However, the
information here should be adequate for a successful build. Let’s get started.

If you have not done it by now…drain the oil. Set the engine up on blocks or on a
table (strong) with the drain plug (Bottom of engine on oil pan) in an accessible
position. Tilt the engine so the oil can drain well. Place a large container under
the engine and remove the drain plug….usually a 7/8” wrench or socket will fit
these plugs. The oil may be very thick so it will require a bit of time for the oil to
all drain out. While you wait lets go ahead and begin removing the engine cooling
tins.

Before removing the fan housing… (Commonly called a turkey roaster) If the spark
plug wires are in the way, remove them (and discard them) by pulling them loose
of the plugs and off the distributor cap. Remove and throw away the distributor
to coil wire as well. If the fan belt is still on the engine, loosen the pulley on the
right side across from the alternator (two nuts with 9/16” wrench or socket).
Throw away the belt. Remove the two bolts (9/16 socket with extension)

underneath the alternator. Lay the alternator aside to sell or donate to Corvair
car guys…unless you plan for your own car. Around the engine you will notice
several steel cooling tins that are held on by an assortment of small bolts.
Usually a 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, and 9/16” sockets will remove the majority of the
bolts. Start by removing all of them around the perimeter of the fan housing. If
the carburetors are still on the engine, first use a 7/16 and ½” wrenches to
remove the fuel lines. Sometimes the line fittings are tight and don’t come loose
easily. Use a vice grip to take them loose if necessary. Use a ½” socket to remove
the two hold down nuts on each carburetor. Disconnect the choke wire clips. Lift
the carbs off the heads and put aside for the car guys. The turkey roaster should
be accessible now.

Around the engine you will notice several steel cooling tins that are held on by an
assortment of small bolts. Usually a 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, and 9/16” sockets will
remove the majority of the bolts. Start by removing all of them around the
perimeter of the fan housing. Sometimes grease and grime can hide the little
bolts near the oil cooler or at the back near the bellhousing. There are three
small bolts (1/4” socket) to remove the cooling air outlet at the back right side.
Remove the turkey roaster!

Notice small nest…….

Work your way around the engine removing the other tins. It will be apparent
which bolts or screws are holding them down if you work on them one at a time.
Once all the tin is removed place aside for car guys. There are only two small tins
you will keep. These are the ones on either side of the crankshaft pulley.
Reinstall the oil drain plug. Use a 9/16 socket to remove the six exhaust manifold
nuts. There is a little safety clip you will have to bend out of the way with a
screwdriver to be able to put the socket onto the nuts. Once the clamps are
removed, tap the exhaust manifold with a small hammer to knock it off the head
exhaust stacks. (give to car guys)
Remove the four small (5/16 socket) bolts that hold the fan onto the fan bearing.
You may need to wiggle the fan back and forth to get it to slip off the bearing.
(give to car guys)
Roll the engine outside and pressure wash it if you desire…now is the best time.

Remove the nut to the right of the ignition coil to remove it from the engine.
(give to car guys)
Use a ½” wrench to remove the fuel pump hold down bolt. Lift the pump out of
the accessory housing. Remove the fuel pump plunger and spring from the
housing. (give to car guys)
Remove the oil cooler by removing single long bolt (9/16 socket) and short bolt
from head. (for car guys)

Remove the 9/16” nut below the distributor. Remove the distributor clamp and
lightly tap up on the distributor to remove it from the accessory housing. (keep
the distributor and clamps for core)
Remove the five hold down bolts (1/2” socket) for the oil filter attachment
(Deltron housing). Use a small hammer to tap it loose if necessary.
Remove the harmonic balancer or pulley using a gear puller (can rent from auto
part stores). There are two holes on either side of the main pulley bolt that are
3/8”16 thread to use for the puller. Use a ¾” socket to remove the center bolt.
Keep the thick washer for core. Install the puller and remove the pulley.
Sometimes harmonic balancers have a core value for the car guys.

Remove the four 9/16” nuts and single bolt that hold the bottom skid plate under
the pulley.
Remove the seven bolts (1/2” socket) that hold the rear accessory housing in
place. Tap the housing gently to remove it from the case. (keep for core)
Remove the 16 bolts (9/16” socket) that circle the blower bearing housing. Tap
the housing to remove it and the breather plate from the case. (car guys)

Remove the Flexplate or clutch plate from the crankshaft – big end – by removing
the six (9/16”socket) bolts.
Remove the 9 bolts (9/16” socket) that attach the bellhousing to the case.
Remove the three small bolts that attach to the bellhousing through the oil pan
(3/8 or 7/16). Tap the bellhousing off the case. (car guys)
Place the engine upside down on piece of plywood or table. It will get very greasy
and oily. Remove the oil pan perimeter bolts and tap loose. Remove the single
bolt holding the oil pickup in place. This (1/2 socket) bolt hold both case halves
together and needs to be removed prior to case disassembly. Use an
appropriately sized socket that will fit (not tightly) in the hole that the oil pickup
fits into – from the accessory housing side. Tap on the socket to drive the oil
pickup out of the case. (keep for core)

Flip the engine back over. Notice that the camshaft gear sits below the case…so
place on the plywood with cam gear over the edge so as not to damage the gear.

LONGBLOCK Tear down:
You are now done to the basic long block of the engine. Time to remove the
heads. Before you get started understand that using screwdrivers and hammers
incorrectly may do damage to the parts you want to remove, so use caution.
Remove the valve covers using a 3/8” or 7/16” socket on the eight bolts holding
the valve cover clips in place. Throw the bolts out but keep the hold down clips
and covers.
NOTE: For the next step you may need to spray WD40, Penetrol, or a penetrant oil
onto the twelve upper heads studs and nuts as they tend to corrode and get
generally dirty. Lubricating may make them easier to take off.
Use a 5/8” socket and remove the twelve nuts that hold the rockers down. Pull
the rockers, rocker balls, and pushrods off the engine. Keep the rockers and
pushrods.
Use a 9/16” socket to remove the twelve nuts holding the heads down. These
are the six nuts above the valve cover area on each side. Sometimes the head
stud may come out with the nut. Don’t be too worried about it yet – just pull it
out. We can install it again later. Use a 13/16” deep well socket (Spark plug
socket) to remove the twelve (six each side) rocker studs. When you remove the
rocker you will be removing the six plates underneath them. Throw out the
twelve upper nuts but keep the rest.

John is tearing down his engine – Now flying in his Zenith 750 STOL
Pushrod tube Removal:
We built a small tool to help in removing the pushrod tubes. It is a 2” piece
of pipe, cut lengthwise in half and welded to a longer tube that slides up under
the pushrod tubes and is tapped with a hammer to pop the pushrod tubes out of
the head. You may be able to remove the tubes this way or try to remove them
with the head. Sometimes you can grab the head and wiggle it a little bit and pull
it off the engine. The tubes may come with it this way and can be gently removed
by hand afterwards.

You may need to lightly tap the head to remove it from the engine. Use a rubber
mallet to do so and don’t hit against the fins. Work it a little side to side. It the
head gets cocked sideways it won’t come off.
Remove the baffles attached underneath the cylinders. They just unclip.

Pistons and Cylinders:
If you haven’t been naughty, your engine probably turns over (with a ¾ wrench
and large harmonic bolt in place). Look into the case through the top and you
will see the two nuts that hold each connecting rod in place. Using a 7/16” or ½”
socket remove the two nuts. You may need to rotate the crankshaft to gain
access to the lower nut. Once the nuts are removed, “walk” or lightly tap the rod
cap of the rod studs. Once off, rotate the crankshaft until the rod is horizontal to
the piston and pull the piston, rod and cylinder off.
One by one, remove the piston and cylinder assemblies. If the cylinders seem
stuck you can lightly tap on them with the rubber mallet. Take care not to
damage any fins. Damaged cylinders cannot be used for core value.

Case disassembly:
Now you should just have a case. There are eight bolts that hold the case halves
together. The socket on side is a 5/8” and the other is a ¾”. Use a ratchet to
hold down the 5/8” side of the bolt and another to remove the ¾” nut. Remove
the bolts but leave one loose to keep the case together for next step.
Either get help or be sure the engine is on something soft to not cause
damage…like cardboard or rags. Remove the last bolt and lightly tap the case
halves apart. Use caution to not let the crankshaft drop too hard or pinch fingers.
The case should easily come apart. If not check that all eight bolts and the one
small one that hold the oil pickup are all removed. As you remove the case half
away, the lifter may fall out. Throw those away.

Now you should have the two case halves, a camshaft, and a crankshaft on the
table. (keep all those for now....)
It is time to start separating out the parts and preparing them for the work to
come and plan for the final goal of a working aircraft engine.

In Summary: For A SPYDER Conversion Engine keep these parts for cores…
Case and case bolts
Crankshaft, gear, slinger ring, rear bolt and large washer
Camshaft
Rear Housing
Cylinders
Connecting Rods
Oil Filler spout
Heads
Pushrod Tubes
Pushrods
Rockers, Rocker Plates, Rocker Studs
Valve covers
Oil Pickup
Distributor
Baffle Tins
Rear TIns
END…

